inadequate specification of the explanandum are properly termed degenerate because their intellectual evolution has resulted in the loss of some crucial feature. For many years, I have inveighed against the degeneracy of sociobiological theory (Thompson 1982; 1987a; 1987b; 1993). Evolutionary psychology, by contrast, has struggled to shake loose this degenerate tradition by defining a priori the problems that human behavioral adaptations were designed to solve (Barkow et al. 1992; see also Cosmides & Tooby's remarkable "primer" on evolutionary psychology posted to the web at www. psych.ucsb.edu/research/cep/primer.html). Thus, by focusing on the specific demands of the human ancestral environment, evolutionary psychologists have been able to provide more heuristic selection explanations than their sociobiological predecessors.
Analogies between operant reinforcement and natural selection have been around for decades (e.g., Postman 1974, p. 491 ), yet the vast majority of behavioral researchers still publish their findings without any reference to such analogies. Six years ago, Glenn and Madden (1995) could state that the serious work of explicating operant selection had "barely begun" (p. 249), and the target article reiterates their warning: Hull et al. acknowledge that their language is not that of the original researchers and that a selectionist perspective on operant reinforcement is not traditional (sect. 5.2). The effective novelty of Hull et al.'s approach to operant reinforcement raises a number of issues. How does the proposed framework compare to theories that make no appeal to biological analogies (e.g., Killeen 1995)? Do we understand operant reinforcement any better by calling it "selection"? Is our understanding of stimulus control improved by likening it to the "appearance of eukaryotes in biological evolution"?
As Hull et al. realize, such analogies will prove helpful only if they achieve the proper balance between generality and precision. At the most general lever, if selection is defined as any process in which something increases in frequency as a result of previous interactions, then operant reinforcement undoubtedly qualifies. Nobody who understands the definition of reinforcement could deny that it constitutes selection in this sense. But proponents of selection analogies surely expect more from their approach than an indisputable truth so devoid of implications for actual scientific research. Presumably, the promise of a fruitful analogy between natural selection and operant reinforcement is to identify some underlying similarity of process and to develop an empirical research program on that basis.
A major problem with this approach is that it is far from obvious that the proposed analogy characterizes a shared causal structure (cf., Darden & Cain 1989) . Tonneau and Sokolowski (2000) have concluded that the selection analogy fails in this respect. The relevant arguments address many aspects of behavior and are too numerous to be reproduced here, but a few important points can be mentioned, if only briefly.
Trying to define a process of selection over the changing behavior of an individual overlooks the fundamental distinction between variation and transformation (Futuyma 1998, pp. 21-22) . Hull et al.'s concept of evolution through variation and replication requires criteria for distinguishing variation from failure to reproduce, and reproduction from failure to vary. This logical requirement implies in turn that the temporal changes of an individual (as opposed to across-individual variation) are not the kind of variations appropriate to a selection process. Consider a pigeon preening its feathers and emitting a string of key pecks, for example. As the pigeon behaves, its body undergoes a continuous series of transformations. Does the transformation from preening to pecking document the death of preening followed by the birth of pecking, or the mutation of preening into pecking? Does the persistence of pecking document its successful reproduction or rather its failure to vary? Given these logical difficulties, Hull et al.'s claim to have identified "lineages" in operant behavior should be taken with caution.
Hull et In contrast, what plays the role of "replication" in Hull et al.'s framework is reminiscent of directed mutation: Hull et al. assume that operant reinforcement changes the state of some neural element or network, and that this modified state is thereafter retained across generations (see sect. 5.8). The non-Darwinian nature of the proposed process should be clear from the discussion of retention in the target article. In biological evolution, "retention" (that is, inheritance) retains features of replicators (and interactors) which selection does not change but among which selection proceeds (through differential reproduction, not permanent state changes). In Hull et al.'s analysis of operant reinforcement, however, the function of the retention mechanism is to retain modified states of alleged replicators which "selection" changed and among which no actual selection proceeds (since the proposed replicators do not replicate). The process is selective but is not one of selection, even by Hull et al.'s standards (sect. 2.2).
We do not believe that such discrepancies (and others as well: Tonneau & Sokolowski 2000) can be dismissed as trivial or irrelevant. Far from concerning implementation detains (like the nonexistence of sex among reinforced responses, for instance), they point to basic differences in the ways that operant reinforcement and natural selection are organized. Operant reinforcement mimics superficial aspects of natural selection through entirely different arrangements, hence general accounts of selection such as Hull et al.'s must fail in the case of operant behavior.
Glenn and her colleagues should be commended for trying to turn Skinner's (1981) selection analogy into a rigorous and productive approach. Too often in behavior analysis, the metaphor of selection has served as a rhetorical tool instead of a potential framework to be explored and evaluated in greater detail. We are afraid, however, that Hull et al.'s insistence on explicitness may have made the difficulties of operant selectionism more evident. Even if an example of replication can eventually be found in the nervous system at a molecular, biochemical level, the relevant happenings will be far removed from the evidence that suggested a selection process in the first place: response rate. The explicit goal of the target article by Hull et al. is to propose certain generic features of explanatory systems that will allow them to be identified as selection-based regardless of the "level" at which their analyses are carried out. Over the last 50-60 years, there have been several attempts to point out that the selection processes seen in natural selection are analogous to processes seen at other levels of analysis (e.g., Campbell 1960; Darden & Cain 1989; Lewontin 1970; Skinner 1953; 1981) . The implicit and explicit goals of such comparisons have been to suggest that "selection by consequences" may be aptly described as a kind of causality or causal mode. The paper by Hull et al. continues in that tradition but makes two very important contributions. The first of these is the explicit attempt to identify generic features that must be present in any explanatory system for it to count as an instance of a selectionist process. The second important contribution arises from the fact that, for the first time, experts from three different areas, each capable of being described in selectionist terminology, have put their thoughts down together. The result is a scholarly treatise that is, at once, broad in its implication but specific in its focus and argument.
As immunology and evolutionary biology are outside my particular area of expertise, I will use the remainder of available space to discuss a particular aspect of the discussion on operant conditioning -namely, the discussion involving units of retention at the level of behavior-environment interactions.
One of the ways that the current contribution differs from previous attempts at conceptual integration (e.g., Skinner 1981) is in terms of an explicit treatment of the unit of retention within the context of operant conditioning. Hull et al. suggest, for example, that changes in the structure and function of parts of the central nervous system may be the units of retention -and, further, that these units may code for properties (or "traits") of the responses that enter into behavioral relations with the environment. Configurations of the central nervous system, then, would code for responses (defined in terms of operant contingencies) in a manner analogous to the relations between genes and phenotypes. Research guided by the selectionist perspective would seek to uncover relations between selection at the level of behaviorenvironment interactions and retention at the level of neurochemical interactions.
One wonders about the degree of correspondence that we are likely to find between regularities observed at the level of behavior-environment interactions and regularities observed at the level of neurochemical events, however. A seemingly large obstacle revolves around the fact the operants are defined, not with respect to any features of the response itself, but with respect to features of the environment. For example, a key peck may be defined as any response that closes a switch behind a key. Given the suggestion that, at the neurochemical level, the properties (traits) of a response are what is retained and the fact that, at the behavioral level, no specific properties are required in the definition of an operant, can we ever expect to find isomorphic physiological representations of operant organization? It is interesting, along these lines, to speculate whether earlier versions of behaviorism may actually have been better suited to guide the search for neurochemical units of retention in learning. Theories of reinforcement based on drive-reduction, for example, may have predicted a common neurochemical signature associated with a common event (e.g., drive reduction) at the time of reinforcement (Hull 1943) .
This line of reasoning, however, reveals an interesting paradox: it was precisely the move away from theories of drive-reduction or principles of stop-action to functional definitions in terms of contingencies of reinforcement that gave Radical Behaviorism a clear advantage over earlier versions of behaviorism (Lee 1988). Identifying the unit of analysis as the observed functional relation between behavior and environment allows orderly relation to be observed and described at the level of behavior-environment interactions. The position that behavior is worthy of study in its own right is important because it is accurate description at the level of behavior-environment interactions that leads to practical prediction and control -the criteria by which the effectiveness of behavioral descriptions are judged. The wide array of applied endeavors under the umbrella of Behavior Analysis may be seen as evidence supporting this proposition. Do we stand to lose all that if an explicit focus on units of retention is added to the radical behaviorist position?
In the final analysis, conceptual reorganizations of the sort offered here will be selected or rejected on the basis of their utility in organizing or reorganizing the practices of researchers and practitioners in the various fields represented by the authors. Will a selectionist perspective of the sort offered by Hull et al. lead to new experimental questions and preparations in the operant conditioning laboratory? Will an emphasis on units of retention lead to a decreased reliance on histories of reinforcement? What, anyway, is the role of the historical perspective in the behaviorist approach to understanding behavior-environment interactions? Are units of retention necessary? Answers to these and other questions can only be provided in light of an understanding of the goals of a science of behavior. The target article is important, not only for the cross-disciplinary conceptual integration it is attempting but also because it raises extremely important questions within disciplinary boundaries.
